
This week we are going to start reading

The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S Lewis
If you have a copy of the book at home please use that, otherwise use this 
ebook version 

https://gutenberg.ca/ebooks/lewiscs-
thelionthewitchandthewardrobe/lewiscs-
thelionthewitchandthewardrobe-00-h.html

https://gutenberg.ca/ebooks/lewiscs-thelionthewitchandthewardrobe/lewiscs-thelionthewitchandthewardrobe-00-h.html


Monday 

Read Chapter 1 of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.

http://www.cslewis.org/resources/studyguides/LWW%20study%20guide.
pdf

We would like you to complete the Vocabulary Activity from Chapter 1 in 
the Educator’s Guide, pages 3-5 and the comprehension based on Chapter 
1.  If you want an additional challenge answer the questions under Critical 
thinking. 

http://www.cslewis.org/resources/studyguides/LWW%20study%20guide.pdf


Tuesday 

1. Complete the Grammar Refresher. 

2. Then we would like you refresh your memories on the use of the 

Subordinate Clauses and Subordinating conjunctions. 

Watch the video links below and have a go at Activity 2 in the Practise
section at the bottom of the web page.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zgds6g8

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zgds6g8


Wednesday 
Read the first half of Chapter 2 (until they have eaten cake), thinking 
about the following questions and make some notes:
• What Narnia looks like to Lucy (which adjectives can we use to describe it?)

• How would Lucy have felt?

• What would Lucy think, say and feel when she meets Mr Tumnus?

Read the rest of the chapter considering these questions and make 
some notes:
• What was Mr Tumnus doing in the woods?

• How is he feeling?

• How do things change when he sees the ‘daughter-of-eve’?

• Why is he scared of her at first?

• What is he thinking when he invites her back to his home?



Thursday 
You are going to plan writing a narrative account from either Lucy or Mr 
Tunmus’ perspective of what happens in Chapter 1 – 2 when they meet 
each other. 
Use the answers to the questions you made notes on yesterday to consider how 
each character would have felt. Write down any good vocabulary the author uses in 
the text ( eg soft and powdery, inquisitive, excited)

Use these points to draft your plans and list the vocabulary you will use 
under them: 
• Moving from the inside of the wardrobe into Narnia 

• Her senses – what she could see, hear and smell – realising it was winter

• Hearing the noise of Mr Tumnus’ hooves

• Meeting Mr Tumnus

Note down (using a thesaurus if you have one) some vivid adjectives, powerful 
verbs and a range of sentence structures) 



Friday – you are going to write your account as 
Lucy or Mr Tumnus 

Remember that you are writing in a narrative style :

Using the first person (I) 

Using the past tense (appeared, opened, crunched)

Using descriptive vocabulary – powerful verbs 

Examples of how you might start your account as Lucy 

As I slowly moved the fur coats to one side, I couldn’t believe my eyes. I could feel 
my heart beating with excitement and trepidation. Why was it getting colder? 

I gingerly stepped out onto the glistening snow and…



Friday 

Examples of how you might start your account as Mr Tumnus

The sky was bright and the snow was twinkling in the dusky light as I 
came home that icy cold day.

When I met Lucy, I had been busy retrieving parcels. This strange 
creature startled me as I neared my home.


